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Foreword

I'm coming up there to get their children. I'm going to dig through the rock and the cold earth 
and the wet earth and the mud and the rotting leaves and fucking burst into the sunlight. They 
won't know what hit them. They won't recognize my body after all these years. I'm going to steal 
the children and drag them wriggling and weeping down into my grave. Their little bodies will 
lie next to mine, and their parents will scream.

Blood of my blood. I spit on my descendants. May they die in poverty and despair.
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Setting

The Land

Norway, 1801. A narrow band of coastline, mountain and dark forest in Northern Europe. The 
land is under Danish rule and from time to time in conflict with neighboring Sweden. The 
powers of France and England are at war, and Norway a tiny piece in their game.

Icy cold in winter, warm in summer. Spring and fall bring madness and apathy as the sharp 
needles of the sun play peekaboo with grey and hopeless clouds.

Cities are small, buildings made of wood. Farms thrive in the fertile valleys or on the coasts. But 
people will live anywhere, trying to eke out a living, like lichen on a rock. They screw, they 
starve, they die, and life continues.

The People

The people are not a united whole. There are different ethnic groups, strong geographical cultural
divides, class divides, religious battles, secret societies, political disagreements and harsh 
conflicts of economic interest. And that's just within human society. 

For almost everyone, life is hard. Almost everyone dreams of health and wealth. It's no surprise 
that superstition, religion, medicine and magic are mixed and used interchangeably: People grab 
on to anything that can promise a better life. A rational, scientific mindset is a luxurious illusion 
afforded only by the upper classes. For the rest of Norwegians, the realities of poverty, hunger, 
disease and death scream much too loudly to be ignored. 

The Others

We who walk two-legged on the surface of the Earth are new to this land. There are Others 
living everywhere. Some are almost human, many are not. You can sense their need and hunger, 
in the forest dark and in the stillness of the lakes. 

Trolls were here aeons before us, living in the mountains, part of the mountains. Spirits of water 
and wood have been here since the dawn of life. 

Some creatures are the brothers and sisters of humanity. Others are the results of our failure and 
cruelty. And some are both.
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System

Intro

Draug is a role-playing game for one game master and 1-5 players. It is possible to play as a one-
shot game, finished in a single session, or as a campaign game spanning many sessions.

Play relies heavily on player cooperation and input, and uses cards to aid in creating the setting 
and characters for your specific game, to resolve dramatic situations, and to inspire new events. 

Harvesting ideas

Sometimes you're in charge of coming up with or deciding something, but you're stumped, or 
you want input from the group. When that happens, tell the group that you want their thoughts. 
Gather their suggestions, and then make up your mind. You might use one or more ideas 
directly, modify them, or just use your own that you suddenly thought of. The main thing is: 
Gather ideas, make a decision.

For instance, when creating your character, the group might suggest different ways to start your 
character's story. You'll be choosing one of them, or something you come up with yourself, and 
you'll be free to change and edit it until you're happy with it. This technique can also be used by 
the game master to decide the outcome of large plot lines and climaxes. 

Sometimes, the ideas will be written down, so that nobody knows exactly what has been 
suggested and what the outcome may be. Other times, you'll just want people to quickly state 
their ideas so everyone can hear.

The main thing to remember is that whoever's in charge gets to pick from and edit the 
suggestions. 

Example of harvesting ideas

You can harvest ideas when, for instance...

A player draws a card and wants some ideas on how to use it.

Someone is scrying, or getting their fortune told.

A secret is revealed and you want some thoughts on what that secret could be.

Someone is walking through an unknown city, and unexpected things happen.

You want to flesh out your character with episodes from the past.

The game master wants some possible ideas for a climactic scene.
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Action cards

Sometimes a character wants to do something where success is not guaranteed. When that 
happens, the group or game master may decide it's time to draw an action card! Someone who's 
not directly involved in the action draws a card and describes what happens. Make sure you're 
clear on what the character was trying to do before you narrate the outcome.

Remember that even if you're the one drawing the card, that doesn't mean it's only up to you to 
decide what happens. Use group suggestions if you feel like it, getting input from everyone 
before making your call. Or, of course, say the first thing you come up with and run with it!

Examples of action card use

So one of the characters, Runa, is in trouble. She's stuck out behind enemy lines in the snow,
her arm is broken and bandaged, and she's sick with something that will possibly kill her 
slowly and painfully. Luckily, she has her horse. 

"Okay", the player says. "I'm going to ride past the enemy camp tonight, in a wide arc so 
they won't see me, but close enough that the wolves won't dare to attack me."

"Great plan", says the game master.

"So... the next morning...", the player continues, but the game master cuts her short.

"Great plan, yes. But let's see how it goes. Someone draw a card!"

Here are three different examples of what you might say, depending on the card you draw.

Perhaps

...But this isn't something you can do alone. Help is needed.

"In the dark you ride towards the enemy camp. You can smell the smoke from their 
campfires. Then you realize it's not from their campfires. This is smoke straight from hell. 
The realization shocks and terrifies you, and then, in a bright flash, the Devil is before you. 
For a brief moment. You blink. It's dark. There's no devil. There's no smoke from hell. 

The illness is making you hallucinate. Going on into the night will be extremely risky, and 
you will probably end up dead. You need treatment, and fast."

No, but

...You gain insight or knowledge that will be useful in the future.

"For an hour you ride, trying different paths past the camp. There are none. Any path wide 
enough for a horse is guarded; the forest is dense, and several times you see a glimpse of 
yellow eyes in the dark. Exhausted you slump forward on your horse. 

Two soldiers pass. They haven't seen you, even though they're just a few meters ahead of 
you. They talk.

'I don't like it at all', one says. 'Black books and black magic. It's not right.'
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'Shut up', the other says. 'Just do as you're told. The sergeant knows what she's doing. She's 
been out here for years. I heard she even has a werewolf out in the woods, doing her work.'

'Not right', the first soldier says."

Yes, but

...You earn a new enemy, debt or bad reputation in the process.

"They're idiots. Hardly any guards out at night, and they're all drinking. You ride past the 
camp, and nobody notices. 

When you're at a safe distance, you let out a sigh and a small laugh. This was just too easy. 
What were you even worried about?

Then you hear a shout behind you. A woman in a sergeant's uniform. It is hanging loosely on
her. Something's strange about her shape. Her eyes are black.

She calls out again, but not to you. A wolf comes running out of the forest. It's huge and 
grey as the waves of a winter ocean. 

The horse panics and bolts, with you still on it. The bones in your arm grate against each 
other. You faint from the pain.

When you wake up, it's morning. The horse is sleeping under you. No wolf, no sergeant.

But you remember those eyes. This won't be the last time you see them."
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Inspiration cards

These cards are to be used during play, by the players. Use them as you see fit, when you're not 
sure what should happen next or you just want some random input. 

When you play the card, it's up to you to interpret it. Some cards are quite specific, others are 
very open to interpretation. Don't think too hard or long - often it's best to just go with the first 
thing you think of; what's obvious to you can be very surprising to others. 

Everyone should draw three cards at the start of the session. You can only play one of them - the 
other two are discarded once you've played your chosen card.
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A portent of death

Something happens or 
appears that reminds you of 
your mortality, or foretells 
somebody's death. It might 
be, or appear, supernatural

The Others

One of the Others enters the 
scene - did you disturb 
them? Are they seeking you 
out for reasons of their own?

Memories

Something happened in your
past, relevant to what is 
going on in your present. 
Play it out.

Meanwhile, ELSEWHERE...

There's something going on 
elsewhere that you don't 
know about right now, but 
that might affect you. Play it
out.

What did you just find?

By the side of the road, or 
under the moss, or behind 
that horse, you find 
something that you decide to
keep. Something strange, 
valuable, useful... or 
dangerous.

Change in the weather

There's a sudden change that
affects everyone, mentally 
or physically. Perhaps it's 
just a change in mood, or 
perhaps it has a direct 
dramatic effect.

An animal

A creature changes the 
course of events. A bird, a 
farm animal, a predator...

Something about that 
building...

A building nearby seems to 
have something strange 
about it. What is it? What do
you do?

Something hidden 
surfaces

They didn't want anyone to 
know. Or maybe you didn't 
want anyone to know. 
Whatever it is, now it's 
brought to light. What will 
the consequences be?
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Silver and gold

Sudden wealth, or sudden 
poverty? Debt or 
investments? Real treasure, 
or fool's gold? A curse or a 
blessing?

You and I are not alike

Class conflicts, culture 
differences or something 
else makes it hard to see eye
to eye.

Love is in the air

A look. A touch. A word. 
Secret or open, fitting or 
unfitting, these emotions 
can't be kept locked down.

Blood is thicker than 
water

A family member steps in to
help, or family matters 
affect events.

The power of faith

Religion or its followers 
intervene somehow. 

Sickness

Someone gets quite 
seriously ill, or an existing 
ailment gets worse.

Signs of magic

You can see that there's 
witchcraft or similar being 
used, though you don't know
yet where it comes from.

Important news

Perhaps brought by 
strangers, this new 
information requires a 
response.

A story

Someone tells a story, 
maybe an anecdote, maybe a
fairy tale. It might have 
hidden - or obvious - 
relevance.
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Theatre

Is someone setting up a 
play? Or is someone playing
pretend in other ways?

A new side

During this scene, any 
player can briefly control 
someone else's character - in
word and deed.

New life

Something new grows from 
something old. Perhaps a 
happy pregnancy. Perhaps a 
parasitic infestation. 

Mental effects

Do you hear voices? Are 
you possessed? Does 
someone grow manic or 
depressed? 

You don't notice

The characters completely 
miss something obvious, but
the players get to know 
about it.

The stalker

Someone or something is 
following someone. A 
hunter? A spy? A killer?

We know this person!

Someone well-known enters
the scene. They might be 
powerful, wealthy, famous 
or notorious, but they're the 
someone everyone has heard
of.

Music!

There will be music in the 
scene. A village dance? 
Fairies singing in the 
woods? Old Erik and his 
violin?

The traveller.

You meet someone - a con 
artist, a peddler, someone 
lost - on their way.
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Death

Something has died or is 
dying. A person? An 
animal? An emotion?

From drunkards and 
children...

Someone speaks the truth, 
suddenly and without regard
for consequences.

Abuse

Perhaps you witness abuse. 
Perhaps you suffer it. Or 
perhaps you inflict it on 
someone.

Comfort

A safe space, a hug, kind 
words. A hot bath. Who 
receives the comfort, and 
who provides it?
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Starting a game

Campaign or one-shot?

Draug is suitable for one-shot or campaign play - that is, you can choose if you want to run a 
game that last only for one evening, or if you want a longer-running game that spans several 
sessions. If you're running a one-shot, you'll spend less time making the setting and characters, 
and you'll all be working together to guide the story towards a climax in one session. In a 
campaign game, you'll have time to focus more on individual characters and plot lines, and 
interact more deeply with other characters.

Some of the rules in Draug are used only in the campaign game - in a one-shot they would take 
too much time, and not have so much effect on play.

Group concept

Before anyone starts making their character, talk together about what sort of character group you 
want. The group concept you choose will be the most important thing defining how your game 
plays out, so pick something that everyone can agree on!

A good group concept has the following:

• A reason for characters to be in each others' lives for a long time

• Some description of the group's internal dynamics (but not too much - leave space for 
things to emerge during play!)

• A motivation for the group as a whole, so characters can work towards a common goal

• Other groups that the characters relate to

Examples

The family business

The characters are all blood relations - sisters, aunts etc. They have a business or other 
shared project that they rely on, that they need to keep going. There are competitors to fight 
and keep an eye on, and associates that need to be maintained. 

Businesses and projects might be: A farm. A few fishing boats. A church. A mountain hall 
of silver, if they're trolls or huldre. An organized religion. A conspiracy against the powers 
that be. Owning and exporting timber. 
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The survivors

The characters are under severe threat. Their situation is desperate, and they need to fight 
hard to survive, both now and in the long run. 

Threats might be: Christianity encroaching on the huldre territory. Enemy forces besieging 
the village. Black magic taking over the city.

The settlers

The characters are a small, close-knit group who are trying to make a life for themselves in a
remote area. Perhaps they are outcasts, bandits or fugitives, perhaps they are young people 
from poor families. There might be groups laying claim to the area already - Others, sami, 
dying farms. And once they start settling, more people might come, for good or bad.

Creating the village

Creating the village that will be the main base of the game is done as a group, together. Everyone
contributes on equal basis. The game master facilitates, making sure everyone gets a say, things 
get noted down, and that you follow the procedures given.

All villages are similar - and all villages are unique. Your village might have a church, a big farm
or two, some small farms etc, like most villages do. However, we don't know yet what state the 
church is in; what kind of people run the big farm; what the Others think of the farms.

Setup for making your village

• Get a big sheet of paper and some pencils. You'll use this to make a map!
• Shuffle the Setting deck and the Question deck.
• Each player, including the game master, draws three Setting and three Question cards.

On your turn:

• Choose a Setting card from your hand. Read the description out loud. (The GM 
inspiration on the back is not for now - it's for the GM to use later, when planning future 
sessions.)

• Based on the Setting card, draw one or more locations/characters/events on the map.
• Choose a Question card from your hand. Ask another player the question.
• Based on their answer, make notes on the map. Draw lines to represent relations and 

relationships.
• Draw a new Setting and Question card to replace the ones you just used.

Finish setup when...

...You feel, as a group, that there's enough to play with. If this is a one-shot, you probably
have enough material after five or six Setting cards. If you're aiming for a longer and deeper 
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campaign game, maybe eight or ten cards is better.

More about Questions

When answering questions, don't say too much. A few sentences is great. Leave things 
unfinished, to be explored and detailed later in play.

Later, when creating characters, you might want to pick from those you come up with while 
making the location, or you can make up new ones. More about that later.

More about the Map

Sketch a map of the area while you talk! Use a large sheet of paper (or two regular-sized ones). 
Give everyone a pencil. Anyone can draw or write at any time - make sure everyone in the group
knows this; the map is a shared responsibility.

Every time a location is mentioned, draw it in and give it a name. When people are mentioned, 
write their names on the location where they live. Anyone can give a name to anything.

When you describe a relationship between people and/or places on the map, draw a line between 
them and note down the relationship.

If you've got colored pencils, use them. You can draw locations in blue, draw relationship lines 
in red, and write names and notes in black, for instance.

When playing later, you should place the map in the center of the table so everyone can see it. 
Update it when new locations and people are introduced. 

The game master's job while creating the village

• Make sure everyone contributes.

• Make sure everything gets a name and a description.

• Make sure there are open questions.

• Make sure there are lots of characters. 

• Pay special attention to minor characters. Who's the farmhand at the small farm? What 
children live at the vicar's house?

Examples of questions

You choose: "What's the relation between X and Y?" 

You ask another player, "What's the relation between the wealthy farm woman and the 
vicar's daughter?" The player answers, "They're in a secret love relationship, and the farm 
woman has promised the vicar's daughter the farm when she dies, although nobody else 
knows about it." 

Another player chooses: "Who has power over X?" 
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They ask you: "Who has power over the church?" You answer, "There's a 1000-year-old 
troll sleeping under the church. Whenever it wakes, the church will be destroyed. Sometimes
you can hear it snoring on cold winter nights."

You choose: "What major change recently took place with X?" 

You ask another player, "What major change recently took place with the ocean?" They 
answer, "Last year the ocean went black. All the fish died. They haven't come back, at least 
not yet."
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Naming people and places

Naming places

Most of the time, a place - a farm or village - will be named based on the surroundings. 
Sometimes the people living there will want to come up with a nice name that doesn't really fit 
with how it looks to outsiders - the "Sunny Hill" farm could be called "Ditch" by the locals, for 
instance.

The owners of a farm will usually have the farm's name as their last name.

It's up to you if you want to use Norwegian or English names for the places. Here are some 
Norwegian place names and their approximate translations. Note that some of these place names 
can be very old, a few up to a thousand years or more.

Abberud, Abbey rud* 

Berg, Mountain

Bjørnebæk, Bear Creek

Dalen, The Valley

Dyster, Gloomy

Eikeberg, Oak Mountain

Eldor, Old Trees

Fjerdingen, The fjerding*

Furu Søndre, Southern Pines

Hagelund, Garden Copse

Haugteigen, Hill teig* 

Iversrud, Iver's* rud*

Kinn Vestre, Western kinn*

Kongstein, King's Rock

Linnestad, Linden Domicile

Løkkedal, løkke* Valley

Moer, Sandy Plains

Myrer, Marshes

Norderaas, North Hill

Nyborg, New Castle

Pukstad, Gravel Place

Rød, rud*

Skjønhaug, Beautiful Hill

Smedbøl, Smith rud*

Teigen, the teig*

Trosterud, Thrush rud*

Vassengen, Water Meadow

Venneskaal, Friends' Toast

Ødegaarden, Desolate Farm

Østensjø, Eastern Lake

Ås, Hill

Translations/notes

Rud, Newly cleared farm (in 
1801 these farms are hundreds 
of years old)

Teig, A section of land separate 
from, but part of, the main 
property

Iver, A man's name

Kinn, Mountainside or 
mountainside farm

Fjerding, "Fourth" - a medieval 
land division for tax purposes

Løkke, Farm surrounding a 
farmyard

Naming people

Pick a first name from the list. Last names are usually place names, or a male name followed by 
"søn" or "sen".
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Female

Berte

Ellebreca

Marit

Ragne

Anne

Mari

Inger

Sissel

Kjerstina

Johanna

Helga

Kari

Barbro

Siri

Margrete

Dorte

Eli

Gjertrue

Ingbor

Berte

Randi

Sønnev

Ragnli

Marta

Kierstie

Astrie

Aagot

Bolina

Magnilde

Synnøw

Malena

Male

Ole

Arne

Hallor

Jacob

Anders

Hans

Christian

Tollef

Knud

Lars

Helge

Clemet

Peder

Ener

Torsten

Anfin

Thore

Thorger

Johan

Michel

Christopher

Endre

Aslach

Clas
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Setting card list

Hans Nielsen Hauge
Hans, son of a farmer, had a 
vision of God while out plowing 
the fields. Now he roams all 
across the land spreading the word
of God. Since it is illegal to 
preach without a vicar’s blessing, 
he has been arrested multiple 
times.

His followers, called «Vennene» 
(«The Friends»), are pious hard 
workers who often pool their 
money to start business and 
industry endeavors. 

Huldre
They live under the earth, in dark 
halls. Their true form is hideous, 
but they can change into seductive
human form. Sometimes they 
marry humans, sometimes they 
take them underground. They 
want to live as humans do, in the 
light. They will steal human 
children and put their own in its 
place. Their food will make you 
forget who you are. Their gifts 
might kill you. Their love can be 
true, devoted and intoxicating.

Vord
The spirit can leave the body as a 
vord. 

In the forest your vord might walk
ahead of you like a shadow. Your 
vord arrives at your destination 
before you do, where others might
see it approach.

When you sleep, the vord flies out
of your mouth in the shape of a 
little gnat. It tries to achieve what 
you want in the depths of your 
heart, without the interference of 
your waking thoughts.

Mare
She is always a seventh child. At 
night, her shape becomes hideous 
and frightening. She goes into 
houses to ride those who are 
sleeping, giving them nightmares. 
Sometimes a sleeper will wake, 
but be unable to move, and the 
mare will laugh at their horrified 
paralysis.

Utbord
These are the spirits of unwanted 
and murdered children, left to die 
in the woods or strangled after 
birth. They cannot think past their 
agony, just like any starving child.
Perhaps baptism will silence 
them. 

Their screams will never leave 
you. 

Tuss
The tuss is a witch's follower and 
servant. Created of wood and 
metal with human form, it is 
murderous. 
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The church
Not just a place for Sunday 
service, but a social and 
commercial gathering point where
people meet to gossip. Markets 
are held here, where people come 
from all around to trade wares and
get drunk. The vicar runs it, the 
deacon helps. The deacon is 
responsible for teaching children 
the catechism. 

The big farm
The family running it are wealthy 
and influential. They employ 
many people, some from different 
parts of the country, some locals. 
Typically, there will be 
farmhands, stable boys, 
milkmaids, a lot of kids - 
everyone helps out and fulfills a 
lot of functions. The farmer’s 
parents will be living here as well.
The farm’s name is also the name 
of the family.

Small farm
There will be several of these in 
the village. They’re all different, 
except in one respect: Life here is 
hard. However, it’s not 
uncommon to have hired help. 
Give the farms names.

The ocean
People can make a good living 
from the ocean. Some of them 
will die trying. The ocean gives 
and takes; will there be good 
fishing this year, or still black 
waters? Will the winter storms 
take lives again? 

The road
Leading to the next village or a 
major city, the road is what brings
people here - carrying the mail, 
carrying money, carrying 
diseases, carrying news, carrying 
their starving children, carrying 
things you had never imagined.

Hunger Years
The country has suffered under 
several years of bad harvest. The 
first year, hunger was worst in the 
North; a few merchants sailed 
there from the city of Bergen with
cheap grain to help. The next year 
the hunger spread. The third year 
it hit most of the country. 

City people suffered, especially 
the poor. Disease spread. Children
and the elderly died of starvation..

Europe at War
War has broken out between 
France and England. Denmark, 
and thereby Norway, have been 
pressured to join the war on the 
side of Napoleon. England has 
sent war ships to block Danish 
and Norwegian ports. Copenhagen
has been bombarded by artillery. 
Hundreds of privateer ships from 
Norway hunt for British sea 
vessels, getting rich off the war. 
Norwegian timber is in high 
demand, and land-owning families
become extremely wealthy. 

Theatre!
A great love of theatre has grown 
among the higher classes. Not 
only do they read plays, they write
and produce them, for the 
entertainment of their friends and 
others. Actors and actresses are 
famous for their performances; 
playwrights for their plays. Small 
theatre associations have been 
formed, and they buy or rent 
houses to stage their plays. 

Retreat of the Others
After humans got iron, things 
were never the same. Throughout 
the centuries the forests were 
cleared, and those that used to live
there had to move. The huldre 
under the earth were driven away 
by farms built over their heads. 
When humans started blasting into
the mountains with gunpowder, 
the noise was too much for trolls 
and dwarves. The fishing boats 
and privateers left no space in the 
shallow waters. The Others have 
withdrawn.
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Nationalism!
Norway was once a separate 
nation. Now it’s ruled by the 
Danish, with their insane kings 
who live across the ocean, sucking
taxes from our people and silver 
from our mines. 

Many rich, powerful people are 
plotting to free the country from 
Danish rule. They seek help from 
other nations. It’s a dangerous 
game, and the outcome is highly 
uncertain.

Tatere
You travel all year. Buy a boat, 
sail down the coast, sell the boat 
and buy wagons. You and your 
extended family, going from 
village to village to offer your 
services. Castrating horses? 
Reading fortunes? Fixing broken 
kettles? You have the skills and, 
often, the secret knowledge. Of 
course, people say you’re thieves. 
Not all of you are.

Farmers
Work hard. Keep the livestock 
alive during long, cold winters. 
Harvest the wheat. Till the soil. 
Work. You know what’s what, 
how things have been since 
forever. You’re not going to 
change how things are done, no 
matter what the new vicar says. 
You have what’s yours. Don’t let 
anyone else take it. The tree 
outside the farmhouse is the home
of an ancestor spirit. Don’t upset 
it.  

Fishermen
It’s a huge risk to take, buying a 
boat and going out to sea. Maybe 
the fish will come, maybe not. 
Maybe a storm will come instead. 
Maybe the Draug will appear, 
screaming, its face a mass of 
seaweed, and then somebody will 
die. Maybe someone will get rich. 
It’s a tough vocation. Almost as 
tough as being the one standing on
the shore watching the black 
waves when the boat doesn’t 
come back.

Clergy
These are exciting times! There is 
so much knowledge to spread, so 
much still to learn. It’s your 
responsibility to teach the children
their catechism, and the farmers 
how to farm better. It’s hard: 
There is much superstition and 
ignorance still to crush. Although,
to be honest, you still have the 
Black Book that your predecessor 
left at the church farm. 

Bourgeoise
Inheriting wealth and then 
marrying into more wealth works 
very well. Huge tracts of land and 
forest are yours. Times are good: 
The more war they wage at sea, 
the more timber they need, and 
you control the timber. But life’s 
not all business: There’s also the 
theatre! Your parties are, of 
course, legendary. It would have 
been nice, though, to marry 
someone you actually love. 

Food follows the seasons
Year round: flat bread and gruel. 
Bread is moistened, wrapped around 
meat or fish, served with watered-out 
fermented sour whey or beer. Coffee 
is common. Hard liquor is for special 
occasions.

Summer: beef jerky and sour milk. 
Fall: fruit, vegetables and grain. 
Early winter: animals are butchered, 
their meat prepared for storage. Salted
meat, dried and hung meat, sausages. 
Strong beer is brewed for Christmas. 
Late winter: crispbread, old apples, 
cheese, stale old butter. 

Distractions and Games
Toys, like dolls, stilts and marbles, are
homemade. Children play hide-and-
seek, tag, hopscotch. Bourgeoise play 
party games, with flirting, kissing and 
theatrics. Everybody plays cards; 
some play for money. Some lose 
everything and commit suicide.

Energetic dances like springar and 
pols are popular. In the competitive 
halling, young men show off their 
strength and agility. Combined with 
drinking and an audience of girls, 
things can get violent. People get 
knifed at weddings.

Sickness and Disease 1
1 in 6 children die in their first year.

Svekk (rachitis) is caused by spirits 
cursing a child before it can be 
baptized. Bones grow weak and bent, 
muscles spasm.

Spedalskhet (leprosy) is passed from 
parent to child. It causes skin lesions 
and deformed fingers and toes. 

Tæring (tuberculosis) is caused by 
fairies forcing people to dance at 
night. It makes people pale and weak, 
with bloody coughing. Half of those 
afflicted die. 
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Mental health
Those who suffer severe mental 
illness are put in dollhus - houses 
for the insane. The dollhus are 
connected to a hospital, poorhouse
or prison. There is no treatment; 
this is just a place to store the 
incurable. Severe alcoholics, 
schizophreniacs, violent criminals,
those insane from matters of the 
heart. The worst are locked in a 
tiny dårekiste - a fool’s cage.

Courtship and Marriage 1
Sex before marriage is not 
uncommon. One in five brides is 
pregnant at the time of marriage. 
Many have children before they wed, 
sometimes from previous 
relationships. Couples marry when 
they can take over the farm, but 
relationships can start years before.

Parents must be consulted in finding a
proper mate. The oldest daughters 
must get married before the youngest. 
The oldest son - who will inherit the 
farm - has little freedom in choosing a
spouse.

Witches
There are witches out there. Your 
neighbor could be one. In fact, 
there might be a group of them in 
your village. Using their powers 
out of envy or for revenge. Killing
the livestock, ruining the crops, 
making people sick. That’s what 
the Devil teaches them.

Sickness and Disease 2
Kopper (smallpox), spreading through
the miasma in the air, gives fever and 
cramps, followed by pus-filled blisters
all over the body and extreme pain. 
Death is the usual outcome. Survivors
are scarred for life.

Dysentery, bloody diarrhea 
accompanied by fever, kills. It is 
common among soldiers in the field.

There are only a handful of educated 
doctors in Norway. Their preferred 
cure for most diseases is bloodletting, 
using leeches. There are around 50 
educated midwives.  

Courtship and Marriage 2
You marry within your class.

A woman who isn’t married 
before a certain age is taken to 
church by her father, with an 
empty purse or sheath in her belt. 
The father  leads his daughter 
down the aisle. Whoever puts a 
knife in the sheath, or a coin in the
purse, has engaged her. 

Among the bourgeoise, pre-
marital sex is not allowed. Girls 
have to be very chaste.

Black books
Black books, passed on in secret, 
contain spells and formulae for all
occasions. Seeing the future, 
holding a thief, calling on the 
dead to do your bidding. It’s hard 
to do right. Not only are some 
spells in Latin, or in languages 
nobody knows; they often require 
rare ingredients - a dead man’s 
shirt, graveyard dirt, lead from 
church windows in seven different
parishes. It’s not uncommon for a 
vicar to have a black book. 
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Question card list

omeone close 
to X died 

recently. 
S

ho, and 
how?W

hat is the 
relation 

between X and Y?
W hat is X's 

financial 
status?
W

hy is X not 
doing as 

expected?
W hat major 

change 
recently took 
place with X?

W ow does 
person X 

behave when at 
location Y?

H
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ho has 
power over

X?
W hy are X 

and Y in 
conflict?
W hat is X 

afraid 
might happen?
W

ow is X 
corrupted by 

Y?
H ow does X 

threaten Y?H ow does X 
depend on Y?H

hy is X 
historicall

y important?
W hat's X's 

biggest 
secret?
W hat's great

about X?W
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hy does X 
have an 

interest in Y?
W ow will X 

change Y?H hat's X's 
biggest 

challenge?
W

hat's X's 
biggest 

advantage?
W ho's using 

witchcraft
, and how?
W hat crime 

did X 
commit?
W

hy are X 
not what 

they seem?
W hat are X 

and Y 
planning?
W ow did X 

become this 
way?
H
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hat is on 
display at 

or by X?
W hat 

happens 
with or at X at 
night?

W
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Making/developing Characters

What's a good character?

We want your character to be interesting, like a character in a TV series: Someone who's story 
we want to follow. They should have challenges and flaws, but also awesomeness. We should 
wonder what their lives will be like and what choices they will make. 

This chapter gives you several things to do when designing your character. The most important 
are: A touch of Other, relations to other players' characters, and the kicker. If you just want to get
started, or are running a short game, they're quite sufficient to have fun. If you want to play a 
longer or more detailed game, or just like to take your time and really get into the depth of 
things, you'll want to add challenge, short backstory, and relations to secondary characters.

Talk to your group about your ideas, help the others, ask for help, bounce ideas off each other. 
Nothing is secret here - everyone should know each others' characters intimately. Be fans of each
others' characters, and help them make characters that you can be a fan of. That way you can 
make the other characters' lives - and stories - interesting, challenging and fun! 

Look at what you've already made

First of all: Browse through the characters you've already made when creating the location. Do 
any of them strike you as interesting? Is there anyone there that makes you think "I wonder how 
her life will turn out?" or "How the hell will she deal with those challenges?" Maybe you want to
play that character. 

You don't have to decide yet - there's time to talk to your group so you can make a plan together 
for who plays what. But if there's an existing character that seems cool or interesting to you, 
definitely keep them in mind.

A touch of Other

The supernatural is an important part of the game, and it can manifest itself in many ways. The 
characters should have some sort of connection to it. There are many possible ways to be 
touched by magic - here are some:

• There's some Otherness in the character, definable or not.
• The character has seen Others, or evidence of their actions, in their past.
• The character is friends or allies with someone or something Other.
• The character is enemies with Others.
• The character is secretly an Other, or descends from Others.
• The character needs something Other.
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Examples of the Others' touch

When you were twelve, you started having dreams of a long, white road. It would be in 
different places every time - a mountainside, a marsh in the forest - but you would be 
walking along it. Sometimes you would meet people; usually they would greet you in a 
friendly way, like people usually greet children. You wouldn't greet them back. You hated it 
especially when you met people you knew. 

Within a week or two of the dream, the person you had met would be dead.

-----

Your sister once came back from the mountain dairy, changed. She'd passed by the waterfall,
she said, and heard the sweet music within. A few days later she stole a fiddle and ran away 
from home. In the years that followed you'd sometimes hear about her, playing the devil's 
music at parties and weddings. You last heard from her two years ago, when she wrote you 
to say she was boarding a ship. She didn't say to where, or whether she would be back.

-----

Last year a swan landed in the little lake behind the farm. It talks to you, but only to you. It 
talks, and you listen, but afterwards you can't seem to remember much. Since it arrived, 
things have been going well for you. Very well. You hope the swan never leaves.

-----

You live with the deacon, but he is not your father. Your family was killed when you were 
thirteen. All it took was one kick from an angry troll, and the farm and everything in it was 
gone. Its tracks led to the Dovre mountains. It wouldn't be hard to find. But how can you kill
something big as a mountain, and made of rock? You will get your revenge, though. One 
day.

-----

They used to joke about it, about how your mother only got pregnant that once and never 
again. One night when your father was drunk he told you a story about a woman 
disappearing in a mountain, taken by the spirits. About how she bore a child, which was 
raised with humans. You vowed to stay away from the mountains forever. Sometimes you 
regret your vow, when you hear the songs at night. And when you touch silver or gold, it 
feels like... home.

-----

The disease tears at your insides. The pain is still bearable, but you know that will pass. 
There's no cure. Not here. But there are old books, black books, that describe cures for all 
illnesses. Nobody will confess to owning a black book, of course. But somebody must have 
one.

-----

You're not sure if it was real or not, because you were a young child. Three, four years old? 
You played with her very often, although sometimes she disappeared for days. You'd go 
down to the water to look for her, but the water would be dark and you wouldn't hear her 
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sing. You didn't think much of it back then, but now you know why your parents turned so 
pale when you told them of your friend in the lake. What was her name again? She said 
you'd live forever, and always be friends. You sometimes look for her when you pass by the 
dark waters of the forest. 

-----

Your aunt Synnøw is the weird one, living in a small cabin in the woods all by herself. You 
visit her, and she teaches you black arts. Everybody knows she's a witch.

Relations to other players' characters

In games, like in movies, there are often two main stories going on at once, depending how you 
look at it: One is about the plot, and the other is about the characters. Sometimes you want to 
know how the characters move towards their goal - fighting against evil, building good. And 
sometimes you want to know how their relationships develop - do they get back with their loved 
ones? Will their parents finally accept them as they are? 

So you'll want to set up relationships between the characters. Again, talk about it with the group. 
Who is in love with who, secretly or in public? Who has rivalries with who? Who is secretly 
jealous of who? Who needs to prove themselves to who? Who owes who money or favors?

Sketch these relationships with broad strokes now. Leave the details for when you play. And 
make sure these relationships feel fun, engaging and/or challenging; don't go for things that will 
spoil your fun, or bring play to a halt.

Kicker

The kicker is the start of your character's story. It's an event that happens that your character has 
to react to, somehow. The best kickers don't have a given outcome, and provide opportunities for
more events in the future. 

You'll be deciding on a kicker for your own character. Let the group provide suggestions, come 
up with your own ideas, and take ideas from what has already been described during the creation 
of the village. While you're the final arbiter on what your kicker will be, it's often both easier and
more fun to base it on the ideas of others. 

The GM will probably use your kicker during the first or second gaming session.

Examples of kickers

Here are some examples of kickers, good and bad:

Bad: A madwoman tries to kill you on the street. 

This kicker basically only gives you one option: Defend yourself. Also, since your attacker 
is just a random person with no real motivation, there's not much opportunity for further 
play.
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Better: Your sister, who has always been a calm and sensible person, suddenly attacks you 
over dinner with a strange-looking knife. 

Even though you don't have many choices in the situation, there is at least a mystery to pick 
apart: What happened to change your sister? Where did that knife come from?

Best: Your sister asks you for her help in killing her husband, who you are having an affair 
with. She claims he is trying to poison her. 

This isn't a situation that's easy to resolve! You'll need to figure out what's going on, what 
your character really wants to happen, and decide on a course of action. Whatever you 
decide to do will have unpredictable consequences. And it's all tied into your family's 
relationship weave.

-----

Bad: You inherit a whole lot of money.

In the hands of an imaginative group, something can be made of this, but as it stands this 
kicker doesn't really require any action from your character, and the consequences won't be 
horribly interesting.

Better: You find an old diary with directions to a hidden treasure.

Your choices are pretty much given - go find the treasure! - but at least there's some 
opportunity for unexpected stuff happening along the way. 

Best: Your grandmother's diary hints at a hidden treasure - a sack of silver coins that she 
stole from the huldre in her youth. She never dared spend the money, it's bad luck. But this 
money could help your family buy a farm.

You'll probably go look for the money - but then what? Who will you pass the bad luck 
money on to? And what will the huldre do if they find out?

Challenge

Make sure your character has something that can be a challenge to them during play. It can be 
physical, mental, social, spiritual - doesn't matter, as long as it will make the character seem 
more alive and give them something to struggle with, and possibly overcome.

Examples of challenges

Has an unwanted child.

Epileptic. 

Crippling debt.

Social outcast.

Marked as a murderer.

Impossible or forbidden love.
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Tuberculosis.

Cannot trust others.

Owes their life to a troll.

Has seen their own death, which is not far away.

Uncontrollable anger.

Unlovable.

Hated by someone dangerous or powerful.

Infirm or aged.

Completely dependent on somebody else.

Must fulfill impossible family expectations.

Gambler.

Horrible appearance.

Campaign: Short backstory

For use in campaign play

Fleshing out your character's past will make them more alive to the group, and give depth to how
you experience the character.

Take turns describing a short scene from your past. Maybe you want to decide for yourself what 
the scene should be about, or maybe you want someone else to start it off for you.

Make sure to vary scenes. Don't make all scenes about the same people or places!

These scenes should mostly be about showing your character - where they came from, how they 
act and react, how they have changed and grown over time. Don't focus too much on creating 
plot ideas or anything. Atmosphere and feel is more important right now.

If you have time and feel like it, it's a great idea to play out the scenes. You play your own 
character, and the others can play other characters that are present - and introduce events that can
take place.

Example of backstory scenes

You've decided that your character once tried to kill his brother, and then ran from the 
village in shame, returning many years later with a child of his own. 

You play out the scene between you and your brother. You set the scene: A dark lake, a 
fishing trip. You ask the game master to play your brother. The scene starts out with some 
tense remarks - underlying hostility, undefined anger. Then you start revealing how jealous 
your character is; his brother gets all the attention at home, while you get nothing. One word 
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takes another. Before you know it, your character's hands are around his brother's throat. The
boy disappears under the water. Only his shadow remains. 

Other players play out a few scenes of their own. Then you run another scene: The return to 
the village, many years later.

Your character approaches the village during a rainstorm (of course!). A bushy-bearded man
is out in the rain, working on a new house, pounding nails into the beams. He greets you, 
and you him. He has no idea who you are, but you realize it's your brother, who died many 
years ago. You introduce yourself to him. He tenses up, turns around and says "you'd better 
come and see mom. Dad died last year."

Campaign: Relations to secondary characters

For use in campaign play

The more you all build the world together, the richer and more interesting it becomes. A major 
part of this is the supporting cast - all the people that you meet and interact with during play. 

Make sure to mention at least two or three people your character knows and relates to somehow. 
An old friend or enemy. Someone you've seen in dreams and visions. A business associate. 
Someone you admire. Someone you fear. Someone from your childhood. An ex. An employer or
employee. A rival. 

Don't go into too much detail, but give them a name and a brief description, and describe your 
history and relationship with the character.

Examples of secondary characters

Maren. You met her during the war. She didn't seem to give a shit about anything. Always 
chewing tobacco. She saved your life once, then you saved hers. They shot her in the leg 
while she was loading her gun, and you never saw her again. They say the leg was 
amputated, and she became a beggar in Christiania. 

Mother used to beat you. She thought you were the Devil's child. Then she left one night, 
taking all the family's money with her. Just like that.  She still writes you letters every once 
in a while.

For many years you worked with Mrs Evensen at the small shop. She'd be at the counter, 
talking to the customers, while you were in the back room sowing and mending. For the last 
few years, you were lovers. Too bad she was married to Mr Evensen. He found out, and you 
were fired. The last time you saw Mrs Evensen, she was on a sleigh going out of the city, 
carrying a small parcel with her belongings. Her coat was black. The thousand snowflakes 
covering it were white.

On your long walks with little Anna you talk about all sorts of things. You teach her 
astronomy, geology, philosophy. She's a bright and gifted child. It's a pity about her parents. 
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If grandma ever dies, there will be trouble. She owns the house you live in and the horse you
ride. She won't write a will. And she has seven sons. You love her, and you will take care of 
her until she dies, but you do wish your future was more certain.
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Running sessions

The Game Master

The functions of the game master and players in Draug might be different from what you're used 
to from other games. This game gives the players a lot of power. They'll be describing both 
player characters and non-player characters. They'll be deciding on the outcome of actions. 
They'll discuss what will happen in the next session. 

As a game master, you will be riding a team of wild horses and making sure they don't jump off 
that cliff over there. Some of your major jobs during a session will be to:

• Make sure everyone gets the spotlight. Ask players to set scenes. Ask them what their 
characters are doing.

• Push players to perform better. If they're stuck, ask them guiding questions. If they're 
coming up with weak shit, scaffold it with suggestions to make it stronger. When they 
come up with good shit, give it all your focus and make sure the group notices so it lives 
on during the session.

• Manage the pacing. If things are going slow, throw in some violence or magic or sex or 
intrigue. If things are getting confusing, run a scene where the characters can talk things 
through. If things are happening too quickly, set up a slow meditative scene to let the 
group breathe. Take a break in play when needed.

• Make the setting live. Bring in stuff from the map. Bring in non-player characters the 
group hasn't seen in a long time, or ever. Describe places, people, animals. Use all the 
senses when you describe. 

• Say "no" sometimes. You are still the game master, and you have the final editing power.
If players come up with things that just don't make sense, don't fit with what's established
previously; or if one player pushes in a completely different direction from the rest of the 
group - be gentle, but firm, and say "that doesn't happen". Briefly say why, but don't 
dwell on it. 
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Running a one-shot

Structure of a one-shot

A one-shot has a different feel than a campaign game. It's not so much about the subtleties of the 
characters' inner lives and web of relationships with the world around them - it's about cool 
weird characters, fast-moving plots and (often) over-the-top climaxes. 

When running a one-shot, make sure that the players design characters that have clear, strong 
motivations. They should all stand out somehow - if you can describe the central concept of the 
character in one sentence, that's great. 

Start the game by running a kicker scene for each player. Make sure the scene starts with a visual
portrayal of each character, preferably in their natural environment. We want to see what they 
and their lives are like before the action starts.

Once all the kickers are done, you'll have several plot threads running - someone hunting for the 
ghost of their lost love, someone trying to find that buried treasure, etc. Make sure to follow each
character's story, and help them tie their stories together when possible. 

Try to build the same intensity for all characters. If one character's story hasn't been in play for a 
while, give them the next scene and pump up the tension and the stakes. Your main tool is using 
secondary characters to provoke the players into action. Is someone sitting home alone? Send in 
their dead mother's ghost to tell them how their sister secretly murdered their child, and watch 
the action unfold.

Once the tension is very high and each character's story is about to reach its resolution, start 
going for the climax. This often occurs naturally, as the characters do what they have to do based
on their kickers and motivations. 

After the climax, take a short break. Then come back and let each player narrate an epilogue for 
their character. It can be a scene that occurs just after the climax, or several years later. Epilogues
are meant to close the story for each character, and they're usually solo scenes.
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Running a campaign

Prep for the first session

Before the first session of your campaign play, you - the game master - will need to do a little 
preparation. Not a whole lot, but I do suggest sleeping on it - don't fall for the temptation to start 
playing immediately after the characters are done!

This game isn't much about scripted plot lines and pre-determined endings. It's based on making 
up things as you go along, and making decisions on the fly. However, to make that easier for 
you, here are some things you should do:

• Go over all the NPCs - non-player characters - and note their motivations. What do they 
want, and how can they get what they want? What actions are they likely to take? How 
will that affect other characters and their surroundings?

• Note down the relationships between different NPCs and characters. It's useful to draw 
this up as a little map; write down names of characters, draw little lines between them to 
show who hates who, who loves who, who needs what from who. 

• Go over the locations the group has described. Give each location an atmosphere and a 
motivation. During play you can use the locations almost as characters. The swamp wants
to swallow people and spit out their secrets after they're dead. The old farm wants to suck
the love of life out of everyone. The church wants people to gather in joy and community.

• Think about unanswered questions. Where the hell did the old widow's fortune come 
from? Why is the foreign sailor staying here, instead of just leaving? Why isn't anyone 
claiming that piece of land in the center of the map?

• Look through the characters, and get familiar with them. Note down things from their 
past that might surface - especially people they've met, and things they've done that might
come back to haunt or help them.

• Take special note of the characters' kickers, because they're your major tool in starting 
out their stories.

First session: Kickers, and then see what happens

When you're gathered for your first play session, it's often good to take some time to get into 
things. Let the players talk a little about their characters, look at the map together, make sure 
everyone has a feel for the things you created together. Show the group the relationship map you 
made and talk a little about how things fit together.

Go through the basic principles of play together. Talk a little bit about them so everyone 
understand how to use them, and that they apply to everyone - not just the game master.
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At some point during play - possibly at the very beginning of the session, depending on your 
taste - you can bring in the characters' kickers. Present the scene, let play follow naturally. Take 
note of the characters' actions and try to highlight them. If a character commits surprising 
violence, describe it in detail, including how people react. If a character avoids taking a decision 
in a dramatic scene, describe their passivity while events unfold in front of them, and how people
look to others for advice and leadership. If a character shows sensitivity and openness, let the 
world and people around them react with trust and openness in return. 

End of each session

After a game session has ended, round off the evening with two things that inspire the next 
session: a peek into possible futures, and a new Setting card.

A peek into possible futures

Everyone in the group should write down one possible event for each character, including their 
own. Don't show them to each other! It's more fun if these events are secret until they - 
potentially - play out. These can be in the form of bangs, giving the characters choices or issues 
to face, or they can just be glimpses of things to come.

These events are inspiration for the game master, things that can be incorporated in the next 
session (or later). While you might not want to (or be able to) use all these suggestions, make 
sure to use quite a few! This is a great tool for letting the group take ownership of the game, and 
get interested in each others' stories. It also makes things a lot easier for you as a game master.

A new Setting card

One of the players should select a new Setting and Question card, or choose one at random. Use 
them in the same way as you did when making your village: Draw locations, people and events 
on the map; create relations to other elements on the map.

Later sessions: Bangs for everyone

Your job from now on

So you've run the first session of play, and now you wonder what's next. 

Your job now is this:

Throw new bangs at the characters, and let their responses shape events.

Bangs!

Bangs are, as earlier mentioned, events that force characters to make a meaningful choice. 
Before each session, you'll be coming up with a set of bangs for each character. About 5 for each
is good. Not all of these will see play; some will become irrelevant, others you'll end up using in 
later sessions. Don't even try to predict what the players will end up doing, or force them into a 
certain path of actions. The whole point is to see the characters grow and change, and for them to
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influence the world around them: The village and the people and Others in it. 

Where do you get your ideas?

To get ideas for bangs, you should look through the material you've already got:

• The ideas written on the Setting cards

• The character descriptions, especially their backstories and first kicker. Things from their 
past will always surface, one way or the other.

• The map, especially the other characters and Others you find there. Their motivations and
desires will prompt them to action, and some of that action will affect the characters.

• Your notes from previous play sessions. Bring back events and characters from earlier 
sessions, to provide continuity and make the world you play in real.

Patterns for bangs

There are some standard patterns for bangs that you can use for inspiration. In general, it's about 
either 1) trying to regain what you had in your life, or 2) getting to a better position in life - both 
at a price. Threaten what they have, or give them an opportunity.

• A secret is revealed to someone, forcing them to make a choice. 

• Someone's secret is revealed, forcing them to make a choice.

• Someone's power is threatened in a way that's not easy to fix, forcing them to make a 
choice.

• Someone's family is threatened in a way that's not easy to fix, forcing them to make a 
choice.

• Someone can gain something by making things hard for someone else, forcing them to 
make a choice.

• Someone understands that what they thought was stable and good is not, forcing them to 
make a choice.

• Someone with power to change things at a price arrives in a character's life, forcing them 
to make a choice.

• A bad deed someone has done surfaces, forcing them to make a choice.

Examples of bangs

A secret is revealed to someone: 

Karla finds an old testament hidden under an old barrel in Mom's old bedroom. It's in Mom's
handwriting. She wanted to give the farm to her old lover Jonas, who is now deceased. His 
children are still alive, and they're starving poor. What does Karla do now?
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Someone's secret is revealed: 

Karla has decided to burn the testament. After all, she needs her farm! However, Jonas' 
ghost doesn't like it. It appears as Karla meets Jonas' children by the old well. The ghost 
points at Karla, saying "Thief! Thief!" What does Karla do now?

Someone's power is threatened: 

Karla knows witchcraft. She speaks to the Devil sometimes and does his bidding. However, 
lately the Devil isn't answering her calls. And apparently somebody else is getting the 
benefits she used to get: Everyone knows Anders hates Merethe after what she did to his 
wife, and now Merethe's cows are dying and her farm almost burned down. Anders seems to
be buddies with the Devil now. What does Karla do?

Someone's family is threatened: 

Karla's older sister Grethe is always full of life. She's the only person who can cheer Karla 
up and give her hope. Now Grethe is getting married to the old vicar. He's rich, and can 
provide for Grethe and her children from a previous marriage. But he's a dry man, stern, who
won't let Grethe leave the house or see her family. What does Karla do?

Someone can gain something by making things hard for someone else:

"Oh yes", the Devil says, "Karla. I remember you! You used to be so nice to me. I don't 
know what happened to us, it's just too bad." "What do you want?", Karla says. "How do I 
get my powers back?" "Well...", says the Devil. "I never did like that old vicar." Then he 
disappears into the mist. What does Karla do?

Someone understands that what they thought was stable and good is not:

Karla's Dad was the perfect man. He always told stories. She sat on his lap. He died too 
young; Karla still remembers his smile. Every night she prays for his soul. Now a woman 
comes to the village claiming she was his mistress; that he was cruel and used to beat her. 
The woman is spreading bad rumors about Dad in the village. What does Karla do?

Someone with power to change things at a price arrives in a character's life:

The little people of the woods come to Karla on a sunny, beautiful day. They'll take care of 
things, they say; they can heal people better than the Devil can, and bring love to people's 
hearts. Everything will be beautiful. Everything. Everyone will be happy. She just has to let 
them in. Let them take over the village. What does Karla do?

A bad deed someone has done surfaces:
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Well, Karla got rid of the vicar. The Devil is happy, and Grethe inherited the vicar's fortune, 
so she's set for life. However, the Devil is a playful old man, and he owes Anders a favor for 
something Anders did for him. So he tells Anders what Karla did to the vicar. Now Anders 
confronts her. What does Karla do?

Let them enjoy life!

Bangs will make the characters' lives problematic and interesting. However, make sure they have
some fun, too. It's important to let them rest, to see the fruits of their victories, to see things 
grow. For every scene where you bring in a bang, run another scene that doesn't have problems - 
at least nothing that you set up; what the players do is up to them.

Breathing scenes can be things like:

• Everyday life in the family

• A visit from friends

• Someone writing a letter or a diary entry

• Sunday at church

• Building a house

• Clearing the forest

• Tending the animals

• Grandma telling a story

• Lovers making love

• Raising the kids

• Dinner at the big farm

• A wedding

• A funeral

• Repairing the church bells

• Digging a ditch

• Playing cards and talking shit

• Barn dance

• Talking about the new sheriff/vicar/mayor

Setting card bangs

To tie the characters’ fates more strongly to the setting you’ve created, you can let the setting 
cards inspire your bangs. Here are some suggestions for each setting card.
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Hans Nielsen Hauge

• A character has a religious vision when speaking to one of The Friends.

• One of the Friends who has something the characters need is arrested, and the characters 
need to get her out of jail.

• The local vicar, paranoid and fearful of the Friends, wants to burn down the farm where 
they meet.

Huldre

• Someone turns out to be a bytting - a huldre, swapped at birth.

• A hulder falls in love with someone. That might not turn out well.

• Someone builds a house, and it turns out the huldre live under it. They are hostile.

Vord

• A shadow haunts somebody’s family. Who sent it?

• Somebody’s vord is captured in the night. What happens when it doesn’t come back?

• Somebody sees a shadow that looks like them. What is it?

Mare

• People who never sleep can be convinced to do anything.

• What is the mare afraid of?

• Some of the nightmares start coming true.

Utbord

• An utbord adopts someone and follows them around.

• Someone needs an utbord to disappear. Who helps them, at what price?

• The voice of this utbord is familiar. 

Tuss

• The witch dies. What does the masterless tuss do?

• There is more than one witch. Where do their tuss do battle?

• What ritual must be performed to create a tuss?
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The church

• The vicar is replaced all of a sudden. Why? With who?

• At the summer market, somebody wants to fight, to stab, to kill. Who, and why?

• There’s a wedding. Is it good and right?

The big farm

• When the farmer dies, who inherits it?

• What are the motivations of the people living here? Are they aligned?

• A child is left on the doorstep one morning.

Small farm

• The farm burns down, and in just a few hours a struggling family loses everything. What 
do they do to survive?

• The farm grows and prospers, too much, too fast. Why? How does the family deal with 
it?

• Something lives on the roof of this farm.

The ocean

• Four go out with the fishing boat, three return. What happened?

• What do people see, out at sea, at night when the moon is full?

• Some years, there’s no fish. 

The road

• Someone is in charge of maintaining this road, but they’re not doing their job. What are 
the consequences?

• At certain times, the road will lead travelers astray. It has its own desires. What does it 
want?

• Along the road comes someone who threatens the local power balance.

Hunger years

• Bad harvest strikes again - locally, or all over the country.

• Some people got rich from hoarding grain and selling it at exorbitant prices. Where are 
they now?

• What black magic causes a bad harvest? Who casts it, and why?
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Europe at war

• With so many people killed in the war, surely there must be a lot of ghosts around?

• There’s conscription - young people must leave their farms and get combat training.

• A privateer is shipwrecked nearby. Two hundred sailors survive, and overrun the area.

Theatre

• A new play contains a magic ritual.

• Somebody’s secret is revealed in a performance - do people know if it’s pretend or real?

• A foreign playwright comes to visit. They need something from the characters.

Retreat of the Others

• Don’t you think some of the others want their land back? What are their plans?

• Someone doesn’t think the withdrawal is enough. The others must be exterminated. All 
the brutes.

• Someone is starting up negotiations. What gifts and threats do the others offer?

Nationalism!

• The farmers refuse to pay their taxes. The King’s men arrive to claim them. How much 
blood is shed, and what happens afterwards?

• The nationalist conspirators gather in a remote place - where the characters live. Is it 
safe?

• The vicar, who studied in the Danish capital of Copenhagen, is writing letters to the King.
Why?

Tatere

• A tater woman sees something in a character’s future.

• When the tatere leave, something valuable is missing.

• Someone takes too much of an interest in the tatere.

Farmers

• The new vicar wants everyone to do their farming in a new and much better way, like 
they do in England!

• As a farm expands, there’s conflict over where its borders are.
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• What’s that they found buried in the fields?

Fishermen

• Someone wants the characters to invest in a new fishing boat. 

• Someone comes sailing up the coast in a boat that was presumed lost at sea.

• Someone claims to have killed the Draug.

Clergy

• The Black Book mentions a character by name.

• The churchyard is desecrated. What do the dead say?

• At catechism, a child speaks in a strange tongue. Saint - or demon?

Bourgeoise

• What a wonderful little village! What a great place to build a little summer cottage! 
Nobody will mind if we drink and party and dance and just… take over.

• A wealthy tourist wants something the characters have, and offers a huge sum of money 
for it.

• A timber baron buys the forest and starts clearing it. Jobs for everyone! The others might 
not like it, though.

Food follows the season

• Who’s been stealing from the storehouse?

• There’s blood in the milk. A witch must be nearby.

• Somebody serves strange food. What is it? Why do they serve this now?

Dances, distractions, toys and games

• Some friendly strangers offer to teach a new card game. They lose at it, over and over. 
Say, how about making it interesting and putting some money on the table?

• Where does that creepy doll come from?

• That couple shouldn’t be having quite so much fun playing this game together.

Sickness and disease

• The village is hit by a smallpox epidemic. Luckily, the characters can obtain a cure. 
How? It is enough for four people. Who?
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• Somebody is taken by the fairies and forced to dance all night. If they don’t, somebody 
else will be taken.

• A child is born in a distant place. Who can get it to the church quickly, so it won’t be 
cursed by those under the earth?

Mental health

• Someone escapes from the dollhus and is found by the characters. Is this person actually 
insane? 

• There’s something in the dårekiste that the characters need.

• A friend of the characters becomes delusional and unpredictable. What do they do?

Courtship and marriage

• Somebody dies, and the widow or widower needs to remarry as fast as possible for 
economic reasons. What do they do, and with who?

• One of the characters has to marry someone they don’t really like that much. Do they try 
to get out of it? How? What are the consequences?

• There’s a marriage between a hulder - the people who live under the earth - and a human.
Not everybody likes it. What happens?

Witches

• The Devil approaches a character and offers them power.

• There’s a war between two witches, and it escalates. More and more people get drawn 
into it. How can it be stopped? What part do the characters play?

• Somebody tells a character’s future, and it doesn’t look good. Are they bluffing? What 
can be done to change the character’s destiny?

Black books

• One of the pages in the black book mentions a character by name.

• The black book is cursed - those who possess it die. Someone loved by a character wants 
to own it.

• A page has been ripped from the book. By who? Where is it now?

The final session

Keep your eyes open for when it's time to end the campaign. In a game as collaborative as this, 
sometimes things can move very fast! If you feel things are coming to a natural conclusion 
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during the session, take a break and talk to the group to decide what you all want to do. Do you 
want to move towards the ending right now, tonight, while things are hot and crazy? Or do you 
want to slow things down a bit, possibly stop this session a bit early, so everyone's fresh and 
ready and anticipating the grand finale which will come next session?

Slowing things down to delay the Big Ending

It can be very nice to approach the climax by building up anticipation. Play out some scenes that 
don't lead directly to action. For example:

• A flashback to earlier, to something that heightens the tension even more

• Some internal monologues, hearing all the characters' thoughts on what is about to 
happen

• Characters preparing for the events that are unfolding

• A small breather, where people are eating soup and bread or swimming in a lake or 
walking through the woods while talking about anything that crosses their mind

How will it end?

Bringing it all together to everyone's satisfaction can be a bit of a challenge. While it is the game 
master's responsibility that it happens, that doesn't mean you have to decide everything on your 
own! Remember the basic technique of group suggestions. You can get everyone to secretly 
write down something that might happen, suggestions for how things will turn out, and then pick 
and choose and edit from them. 

Who was the secret killer? What will the trolls decide to do? What happens after the village is set
on fire? Get suggestions! Together you'll come up with something cool. Make sure the players 
don't see each others' ideas before they're actually played out, though - let them have that 
anticipation!
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Culture of play

Principles of play

These principles, described in "Play with Intent" written by Emily Boss and myself, are the 
closest I've gotten to putting a play culture into words. You might want to go through them with 
your group and discuss them.

• Be attentive!
• Stay with it!
• Be in it!
• Take action!
• Challenge!
• See the real people!
• Sense the spotlight!
• No planning!

Be attentive! 

Listen to what the others are doing. Feel what the group is doing, see what the situation is, while 
playing. 

The effect of this is to make sure you're all on the same page, playing the same game. Just like 
music can't function if every instrument plays its own tune in its own tempo, you can't roleplay if
you're not aware of what others are doing. 

Stay with it! 

Don't chicken out on boredom, tension, pain or discomfort. Like massaging a hurt muscle until it 
warms up, go through it. 

The effect of this is to give people space and time to experience the story and the characters. As 
soon as you hurry, pushing things, you remove the breathing room needed to feel, reflect, 
understand. Fast play is a specific technique to be used at specific points - not a general 
principle. 

Be in it! 

Be your character, be your description, be in the situation. Accept that the narrative might not be 
perfect; go for the experience. 

The effect of this is to bring you into the game - heart and mind. Thinking outside the game will 
happen, and it is allowed, but if your focus is only on building a perfect story, your head will not 
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be free to live in that story. 

Take action! 

Step in and do something. Your character can act. You can use cards and questions, give 
suggestions, set scenes. 

The effect of this is that everyone feels ownership of their character, the story, the game. The 
experience belongs to everyone, and is being created by everyone. 

Challenge! 

Make others feel alive by providing them with challenges and hurdles. 

The effect of this is to bring their feelings - both player and character - into the light, to make 
them understand what they're experiencing. Personality traits come to the forefront when tested. 

See the real people! 

Help and challenge the actual players. Give them themes they might find interesting, 
provocative, hard. Scaffold them. 

The effect of this is to make the experience feel real and meaningful to the player, not only the 
character. It is more important that the player has a strong experience than that the character or 
story is believable. 

Sense the spotlight! 

When someone's doing something cool, help them do it until it's done. When there's not a 
spotlight, feel free to grab it, or point it at someone. 

The effect of this is that everyone gets a chance to shine, and that you will be part of each others' 
experience. When you make someone else awesome, you are part of that. 

No planning! 

Do not try too hard to connect all the dots. Do not set up a railroad to follow. Possible future 
events are tasty treats that we might want to pick up, not checkpoints on a to-do list. 

The effect of this is to give everyone space to contribute. It also frees you to explore the potential
narrative and experience; instead of painting by numbers, you're seeing things for the first time, 
experiencing every moment because it's new and nobody knows what happens next. 

Note

These principles are from the framework "Play With Intent" by Emily Boss and Matthijs Holter. 
You can download the entire thing for free at https://playwithintent.wordpress.com/. 
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